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Let’s start by looking at some of the prayers prayed by people in the bible:
Who is praying?

What are they praying?

Genesis 24:12
1 Samuel 1:10-11 & 27
1 Kings 18:36-37
2 Chronicles 1:10
Psalm 59: 1-2
Matthew 6:11
Luke 22:42
Notice the VARIETY of prayers spoken by God’s people.

Some prayed about things that were incredibly personal - like asking for a baby (1 Sam. 1:27)
 Some prayers were very practical - for food and provision (Matt. 6:11)
 Some prayed to rescued from their enemies. (Psalm 59:1-2)
 Some asked God to show off! (1 Kings 18:36-37)
Notice too HOW people prayed. Sometimes they seemed to GENTLY WHISPER TO A LOVING
GOD. Other times they YELLED AT HIM IN AGONY AND FRUSTRATION. Take a look:
How did they pray?
Exodus 5:22-23
Judges 1:1
1 Kings 17:20-21
Ezra 7:27-28
Matthew 8:25
I discovered that there are 222 actual prayers in the bible… 176
in the Old Testament and 46 in the new … … … you’re welcome ...
Words I’d use to describe the bible prayers:

Honest
Desperate
Fiery
Bold
Real

… ADD SOME OF YOUR OWN
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Words I’d use to describe my own prayers:

Like so many people, I struggle to pray consistently and effectively. Even with good intentions,
I often get distracted or even bored when I pray.
If someone asked me: “DO YOU BELIEVE GOD STILL DOES MIRACLES?”
I would definitely answer : “OF COURSE! ”
BUT if I am COMPLETELY honest, I don’t think all my prayers would convince
anyone listening to me pray that I believed in a GOD WHO CAN DO THE

IMPOSSIBLE.
Colour the words that describe your prayers.
No one else needs to see your answers. God knows and sees. Honest answers will help you move towards powerful prayers.

I say same things
Boring!
USE ME

EXCITING
WORLD-CHANGING

Say big CHURCH words –
I don’t really understand
Teach
me

Heal my
friend…

safe

PREDICTABLE

Fix it

Self-centred /
about me and my life

Dangerous!
Faith-filled

POWERFUL

CREATIVE

Powerless /
nothing changes
Show me

Grow me

TAKE IT AWAY
Bless this food…

dull

There is nothing really wrong with praying in any of these ways, BUT if we ONLY pray safe
predictable, comfortable prayers, we are missing out on what God has for us. We serve a God
who can do more than we can ask or imagine. (Ephesians 3:20) So I think it’s time to stop
playing (or praying) it safe. For too long, I have been content with FAITHLESS PRAYERS but
I know God wants more for me, and I want to know Him more deeply.

WE WERE NOT CREATED FOR A LIFE OF COMFORT. When we are

filled with the Holy Spirit, we become passionate and powerful, charged
with changing the world in MASSIVE ways! Wouldn’t you like to live like
that? Wouldn’t you like to break through boundaries, pray the sort of
prayers that change us and our world, and cause us to live boldly? I
certainly do!
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(Is your answer anything like mine?)
I believe in prayer. I know it’s important.
But I get stuck…
I pray about the same struggles and the same requests
...in the same way… usually at the same time.
Sometimes I don’t even try to pray at all.
I know I should pray more… and with more passion …
…and more faith.
I want to talk to God and to listen to him - to have a deep
conversation like I would with my best friend.
I really want to BUT I’m not sure how.
So my prayers are often safe… Flat... Dull… Self-centred…
Predictable... Stale... Boring...

When we start talking and listening to God in REAL, HONEST, OPEN and
CLOSE prayer, He’s NOT going to wrap us up in some sort of spiritual
bubble-wrap that ensures we’re always happy!
Instead He bursts our WHAT’S-IN-IT-FOR-ME bubble and invites us to
TRUST HIM even when we don’t know what He will do next. Some days we
will feel blessed. Some days will be easy. Some days will go according to
plan! BUT other days we will face challenges, opposition, and persecution.
However, HE WILL BE WITH US every moment and that will never change.
I’m ready for the journey…
Over the next few weeks, we are going to explore
prayer - what it means to pray and the power that
prayer has in our lives. This week, be looking at how,
when and where we should pray, and then in the
next few weeks we will look at different prayers in
the bible and what the happened because God’s
people prayed them.
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In order for us to know how to set off on our journey towards praying
we need to know where we really are now. So, throughout this next week, let’s take a ‘PRAYER

AUDIT’. Keep track of every prayer you pray.
Take note of:
Time of day? Before an event? After an event?
the main idea of your prayer
what caused your to pray about that thing, at that moment?
take note of your location when you prayed
what was your body posture? How did you speak with God? Did you use your bible?
did God speak to you? Keep track of any answers – you may need to go back at
another time because not all prayers have immediate answers.

It may be tricky at times, but have a go, and try record as many of your prayers as you can. There is
only one rule:
FOR EXAMPLE:
Early morning

Mid-morning

Lunchtime

Supper time

Thanks for
breakfast

Asked for parking

For healing for a
sick friend

Said grace

It’s what I always do

I was in a hurry and
it was busy

Our home group
was asked to pray

It’s a family
tradition

At kitchen counter

In Asda carpark

In my sitting room

At dining table

Standing; Silently, in
my head

Driving my car; Out
loud, in frustration!

Sitting on the
couch; Quiet; used
bible verse;
focused; heartfelt

Sitting; Out loud;
recited usual family
prayer

No answer required

I got one!! Amen!

Dinner was good!

Bring your audit with you next week to our Zoom meeting. You don’t have to share it all, but it will be
good to see how differently we pray and to encourage and inspire each other with our individual stories.
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FOR THIS WEEK…
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AS YOU COLOUR THIS PRAYER, I
DARE YOU TO
WHOLEHEARTEDLY PRAY IT.

Luke 11:9-13: Jesus was teaching his disciples about prayer and He said:

“And so I tell you, KEEP ON ASKING, and you will receive what you ask for. KEEP ON
SEEKING, and you will find. KEEP ON KNOCKING, and the door will be opened to
you. 10 For everyone who ASKS, RECEIVES. Everyone who SEEKS, FINDS. And to
everyone who KNOCKS, THE DOOR WILL BE OPENED.
11

“You fathers—if your children ask for a fish, do you give them a snake instead? 12 Or
if they ask for an egg, do you give them a scorpion? Of course not! 13 So if you sinful
people know how to give good gifts to your children, HOW MUCH MORE WILL

YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER GIVE THE HOLY SPIRIT TO THOSE WHO
ASK HIM.”
Take some time to write your own prayer:
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